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ACROSS DOWN

1 Dress for cash. (6) 1 Tragedies written by space-traveller in old 
patches. (12)

4 Tall Goth Anne might look strange in this. 
(3,6,3)

2 Harbour a wicked hen cargo. (9)

12 Gather rats, providing nourishment. (4,5) 3 Force like gossip. (3)
13 Met in Boston, got organised, and went to 

Arizona? (9)
5 Letters seen in all quarters but one. (3)

14 ,21A Explorer meets singer and pianist. 
(5,6)

6 There are barriers, so where's the point in 
guns? (5)

16 Conductor of electricity in poor old Bren's 
tin. (9)

7 Workers left on brown lifters. (11)

18 Heart in one's head. (3) 8 ,32A Director treats swollen sore. (5,6)
19 Americans go crazy for this policy. (11) 9 Floating around the ring while cleaning. 

(9)
21 (see 14 Across) 10 Time a vitamin wrapped in foil was used 

to make tent. (6)
24 Share a gun. (5) 11 Mistake involving Ursa Minor? (6)
25 Very loud community in takeover able to 

hold drink. (6,3)
15 Rev. Rasta stoned on first level crossing. 

(9)
26 Glue face backwards. (3) 17 Climatic assessments of Egyptian God in 

cataract. (9)
27 Before hesitation point. (3) 20 Account of ugly teensy top. (9)
29 Last ailing cats used for breeding. (9) 22 Novel report on reverse. (9)
30 Repeat, with respect to a dog. (5) 23 Imp's minor dance on net remains in 

captivity. (12)
32 (see 8 Down) 25 Scholars form first in chips. (9)
33 Kentucky cars dismantled in evil press 

buildings. (11)
28 Full of power, erecting complex by the 

East wing. (9)
36 Soft Neanderthalian grunt from a little 

dog. (3)
31 Indians look for mineral, climbing under 

church. (9)
37 Real villain sends gas devil around 

Switzerland. (4-5)
34 Carbon compound that is a carrier. (6)

39 Recognised the moment seized by knight. 
(5)

35 Turn wrench. (6)

40 Opposed to what came before, I went 
right to the back, for starters! (9)

37 A very quiet French article bears fruit. (9)

41 Tell niece to organise the customers. (9) 38 Decoration is right in jam. (5)
43 Metallic origins of Niagara. (6-6) 41 Reminder of what a line sounds like. (3)
44 Cupboard love found in certain Celts. (6) 42 I am in Holland - and all for nothing! (3)


